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Le scaffalature metalliche e i soppalchi

Scaffalature metalliche - Soppalchi

Metal racking and mezzanines



 

The APR12 system boasts a number of features 
for solving any industrial storage problem. The 
connections between frames and beams are 
“wrap-around” and give the entire structure extra 
strength.
APR12  is a highly versatile and complete system, 
thanks to its design, materials and manufacturing 
solutions. It is available in different sizes and 
thicknesses and is perfect for both large and 
medium or even small structures, always with an 
excellent cost-performance ratio.

The APR12 racking can be used to create the 
following types of storage systems:
• pallet racking;
• drive-in;
• gravity-fed, push-back and flow-rail;
• mobile racking;
• automated and self-supporting.
 

Pallet racking
APR12





Cantilever racking
CANTIFER
Cantifer racking represents the ideal solution for the 
storage of bars, section bars, pipes, sheet metal, bulky and 
voluminous loads such as timber, panels and boards.
The system offers the possibility to place the loads on one 
or both sides of the structure, ensuring significant versatility.
The absence of obstructions on the storage shelves allows 
quick access to the stored items.
A vast range of columns, shelves and accessories ensures 
the best response to different needs in terms of capacity and 
dimensions. Cantifer can be managed using side loaders, 
traditional forklifts and the most advanced automatic 
systems.
• Construction designed in compliance with standards FEM  

1 0.2.09 and UNI 11598=2015;
•  Made with high-strength steel;
•  Quick and easy assembly;
•  Self-supporting structure - no anchoring to the wall or  

ceiling needed;
•  Simple height adjustment of load levels;
•  Possibility to house short loads or pallets using special 

support cross-bars;
•  The combination of components allows systems to be 

made-to-measure and subsequently modified.



The DIMAX system comprises models D10, D20, 
D30 and D40, which differ in terms of the specific 
uprights, the configuration of the frames and the 
resulting storage capacity. The patented DIMAX 
shelves feature a Z-shaped longitudinal section. 
A wide range of accessories, such as containers, 
chest of drawers, dividers, clothes hanger tube, 
side panels, back panels and doors enhance the 
DIMAX system, making it highly adaptable to a 
vast range of uses. Quick assembly, robustness 
and modularity make the DIMAX multipurpose 
shelving system the perfect solution for all storage 
needs where manual picking is necessary.

Multipurpose shelving system
DIMAX



The GL8 system, designed and manufactured 
according to stringent applicable standards, can 
be used to create mezzanines featuring large 
areas without columns, as the beams can cover 
considerable spans. The beams are made with 
an 8-fold sigma profile, in different thicknesses 
according to the required load capacity, and are 
suitable for easy installation of piping, wiring and 
other technical elements.
The GL8 mezzanine floor, which is a fully self-
supporting structure, is designed and built to 
meet static and dynamic load requirements that 
take into account several risk factors, including 
seismic events.

Long-span mezzanine floor
GL8



M90 is a single-upright system with cantilever 
shelves, ideal when front uprights are to be 
avoided.
Besides the system’s intrinsic features, the M90 
stands out for its huge variety of shelves and 
accessories, which make it suitable for storing 
many different types of goods.
The M90 system has been designed to allow the 
construction of multi-tiered stores, reaching 
considerable heights, and features a series of 
components specifically designed for mezzanine 
solutions.

Single-upright system
M90
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